MEN AND IDEAS

OnceAgain: Calvinism and Capitalism
By Herbert Luethy

x w r.B zR’s famous thesis, The ProM Atestant
Ethic and the Spirit o[ Capitalism,
appeared in x9o4, and has remained the crowning glory of the historical and philosophical
school of Germansociology. The controversy
provoked by this thesis h~ died down from
time to time, but only to be rekindled again
and again as new theses and supplementary
subtleties are added to enrich the polemic.
Throughoutthe last fifty years, most of the
great scholars of the age have added either a
commentor a book: Sombart, Troeltsch, and
Brentano in Germany, Tawney and Robertson
in England, Hauser and S&in France, Amintore Fanfani (recently Prime Minister of his
country) in Italy, Talcott Parsons in America,
and Kurt Samuelsson in Sweden. The commemorationof the 45oth anniversary of Calvin’s
birth has brought a new series of studies, and
outstanding
among them is a book by a
Genevan theologian and national economist.
This book*confronts the various theses of this
debate with the original texts of Calvin’s massive teachings. Fewhistorical arguments have
produced a greater wealth of intellectually
* Thefullest review,as I say, is to be foundin
Andr~Bi~ler’s La Pens3e3conomiqueet sociale
de Calvin (Geneva,~959). The polemicwas opened
by MaxOffenbacher, with his Kon/ession und
soziale Schichtung: Eine Studie iiber die wirtscha[tliehe Lageder Katholikenund Protestanten
in Baden(Tfibingen, x9oo). For an examinationof
the Puritan Revolution in England, see J. H.
Hexter, Storm over the Gentry (published in
ENeotmxuR,May,r958, and commentedon in the
magazine’scorrespondencecolumnsin subsequent
issues); it has been reprinted in Reappraisalsin
History, published by Longmans.Invaluable is
.C.V. Wedg~vood’s
History o] the PuritanRebellion
*n two volumes, of which the first appeared in
r955.Asfor "eeo,~omics,
.... chrematistics,"and the
problemof usury, see the final pages of myown
Banque
protestanteen France(Vol.
II, Paris, x96x
).
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fertile, subde, and often deeply disturbing
aperfus, and raised deeper passions hklden
under the: calm surface of scholarship. Few
argumentshave born a richer crop of basic misunderstandings; few a more meagre harvest of
definite, tenable, unambiguousresults (I mean
results of which we can not only s.ay: there’s
somethingin it, but: that’s the wayIt is). The
wholesubject is lit by the flickering light of the
illuminating, frequently obvious, b-ut-equivocal
relationship betweencategories of concepts that
are remote from one another and, furthermore,
are themselvesessentially vague: the ethic of a
religious belief and the spirit of an economic
system, the cure of souls and the balancing of
accoun.ts. The establishment of relationships
between remote concepts is amongthe favourite
games of r.he humanmind, and perhaps one of
its mostL-uitful, for it reveals surprising links
and open.’; new perspectives--but also one of
the most dangerous and seductively misleading
ones.

In a short paper it is not possible to refer
individual~.y even to the most important matters
in dispute which the polemic has aroused, not
even in the broadest outlines: the result would
be a pure chaos of ideas. Here, as elsewhere,
the trouble begins with the terminology: wha~
the problemis actually about is subject, on both
sides of the equation, to misunderstandingand
confusion. The explosive power of Weber’s
thesis derived from the correlation of two concepts, Protestantism and Capitalism. Yet when
Webercomesto develop the thesis, it appears
that the "Protestantism" referred to in his tide
is almost exclusively limited to a single one
of its mznymanifestations, Calvinism; and
Calvinismitself is examinedprincipally in certain key texts which are only characteristic of
certain specific periods and particular forms of
Puritanism, such as the WestminsterCon~ession
of ~654 (a religious Civil Warmanifesto),
the utilitarian moral tracts of that Manof the
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Enlightenment, BenjaminFranklin (his advice
"howto becomerich") whichreflect an entirely
secular theory of virtue, but which can hardly
be said to express a religious attitude. It is
significant that fifty, yea, rs elapsedafter Weber’s
thesis before AndreBieler set about examining
the ensuing polemicin the light of what Calvin
himself actfially taught--and on this basis
rejected most of what had been said on the
subject. Perhaps even more deceptive and
chameleon-likeis the concept on the other side
of the equation: Capitalism. In the century since
Marx this word has been worked to death: it
has been a~upliedto every conceivablepractice,
epoch, anaeconomic system; it has been degraded to a fashionable phrase and to a term
of abuse, withthe result that it is scarcelyviable
any more as an historical idea. There are as
manydefinitions of capitalism as there have
been economists and sociologists writing about
it. The word as commonlyused in European
journalism is always available in order to express in an apparently concise term any passing
feeling of uneasinesswith existing society. That
Weberspoke not of capitalism but of the spirit
of capitalism--just as he wrote not about Protestantism as a theological doctrine but about
the Protestant ethic--was a warning that has
been invariably ignored. The word was there,
malleable as putty, and the very next manto
pick up Weber’s thesis, namely Sombart,
already made something entirely different
of it.
FOR ONLY IN THE WHOLE CONTEXT Of his monumental,
labyrinthine, and tormented work does

MaxWeber’s thesis achieve its complete and
subtle meaning.His great and questioning mind
was never particularly interested in the facts of
history, nor even in social and economic
systems, but rather in the detection of the ultimate impulses behind man’s attitudes and
behaviour. What he analysed were not the
hybrid and wretched forms of an historically
realised society (in which such ultimate impulses are never embodiedin their purity), but
rather the abstract and chemically pure "ideal
types" which should provide the essences of a
civilisation stripped of all the adulterations and
accidents of actual history. His religio-sociological studies, and also his economic and
social-historical works, whether he is writing
the agrarian history of the Ancient World or
dissecting the Indian caste structure, are in fact
always concerned with the one problem posed
by the historically unique nature of modern
Western civilisation. Andin this context the
words "capitalism" or "spirit of capitalism"
are used in a very particular sense: they mean
no less than the entire inner structure governing
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Westernsociety’s attitudes, not only its economy
but also its legal system,its political structure,
its institutionalised sciences and technology,its
mathematically-based music and architecture.
Its economicmodesof operation, works discipline, and accountancymethodsare all regarded
by him as the mere pars per toto of a whole
civilisation-type for whichWeber’sfinal word
is rationality (Rationalitiit)--a rationality which
permeates all fields of social behaviour, the
organisation of labour and management
as well
as the creative sciences, law and order, philosophyand the arts, the state and politics, and
the dominant forms of private life. This
rationality, driven by its owninternal dynamic,
has overthrown (or tamed) every form
resistance offered by pre-rational humannature,
magic and tradition, instinct and spontaneity.
Finally, with the Reformation,it has forced its
way into the innermost temple wherein the
motives behind humanbehaviour are generated, into the very heart of religious belief,
there to destroy all the dark, magical,mysterious
tabernacles--image, cult, and traditlon--for
whichit substitutes the Bible as the authentic
truth, supposedly unshakeable, accessible to
critical examination,and susceptible of proof.
This is what the Reformation means for
Weber and this is the knot with which he
linked economictheory and religious doctrine.
Weberrightly insists upon the historically
well-nigh monstrousuniquenessof this civilisation, which cannot be explained in terms of its
material bases alone. Those material and technical pre-conditions on which Europe started
to build her civilisation after the late Middle
Ages, existed equally or even more richly in
other high cultures, in Hellenism, in ancient
Rome,in India, China, and the ArabCaliphate;
yet in no other case did they cause a similar
leap from the merely static to the irresistibly
dynamic. Weknow to-day how right Weber
wasto insist on the precedenceof inner spiritual
and cultural pre-conditionsover all external and
economic forms. He was right against almost
all his contemporaries, libei’als and Marxists
alike, whoaccepted the availability of capital
and of labour force as adequate pre-conditions
for economicprogress and thus believed that a
Western-ty~pecivilisation could be transplanted
or imposea virtually anywhere. And howright
he was, too, to be tormented with worry about
the future prospects of a fully and finally
rationalised civilisation in whichthe impulses
inherited from its pre-rational past should have
died once and for all. The fact-that he thought
he could summarisethe nature of this civilisation in the ambiguousterm "capitalism" (the
catchword for a purely materialistic dynamic)
demonstratesthe tension in his thought, a ten-
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sion dose to breaking-point between highest
admiration and utter rejection of the achievementsof Westerncivilisation at the time of its
greatest hulm’s.
A similar inner tension marks his attitude
towards Protestantism. He respected what he
called its ethical and moral "values"--an expression which itself reveals the problematic
nature of his attitude--while regarding its
religious roots as desiccated and doomed.
Having first broken through the paganism of
image, rite, cult, and tradition to find a sure
source of nourishmentin the Holy Scriptures,
Protestant rationalism (he thought) must
eventually hollowand emptythese too. It is this
inner ambivalence towards them both that
enabled Weber to draw his connection between
the Protestant ethic and the spirit of Capitalism
and to create the paradox of his functional
uation. It is both the greamessand the tragedy
Weber--apositivist and a sceptic, a universal spirit and an ardent Germannationalist,
who died in I92o when his world lay in
ruins--that he had attempted to pursue the
insoluble contradictions both within his being
and his age in all directions down to their
deepest roots, without ever finding the answer.
Andit is the obverse of his greatness that his
powerful and fragmentary life’s work did not
lay the foundations of "a science of society"
but rather has becomean inexhaustible mine
for glittering esoteric formulas and slogans,
manyof which have been more misleading and
harmful than the one here under discussion.

~

r~, s is only a preliminary remarkto
A*.~.ourvsubject,
yet it has to be stated in order
that the complexstarting-point of the polemic
becomescomprehensible: and it allows me to
anticipate my conclusion. In the debate that
Weberbegan no one else has employedthe term
"capitalism" as he did, i.e., to denote a whole
pattern of civilisation.
The argument was
,mmediately transferred to the lower plane of
economicmanagement,accumulation of capital,
or even of the simple profit motive. Andprecisely because of this misunderstanding, the
isolated essay on "Capitalism and Protestantism" (which is the one fragment of Weber’s
workknownby hearsay at least to all educated
persons) has produced its powerful and irritaring effect. If Weberhad not so wilfully
substituted one single feature for the totality,
if he had given his work a title that expressed
his actual pu.rpose in commonlanguage (such
as Protestanttsra and ModernSociety or The
Re[orraation and the Spirit o[ Western
Civihsation) he would, in a new form and tone,
have only been stating what no one has ever
questioned, and it wo~dhave caused no such

excitement--that
the Reformation marks a
profound spiritual breach between the Middle
Ages an.:l the modern world, bringing a ferment into Western history which has changed
its course irreversibly, far beyondthe domain
of the Protestant churches and communities,
to imprint its mark upon the whole Western
world; that without Calvin we could not
!magine Cromwell, or Rousseau, or the Foundmg Far.hers; that the modern industrial
society, as well as creative science, the rule of
law, constitutionalism, in brief the free society,
first appeared (and have flourished best)
those countries
which were moulded by
Calvinism; and that an indissoluble internal
bond links all these aspects of our Western
society.
Had this provided the substance of the
polemic, it could be terminated here and now
without further ado. This development in its
factual manifestations is the content of our
history during these last four hundred years,
and it provides an inexhaustible subject for
research and speculation; but that it is so no one
can doubt. Andalso that this was not the whole
story: that the Reformation was not alone and
in itself ~e turning-point, but merelyone of its
elements intimately linked with others of the
age which together altered the whole spiritual
and material picture of the world--humanism,
the Copernican revolution, the mastery of the
seas and the discovery of new continents, the
sudden emergence of global powers and global
trade, all the splendour and chaos, worldly
triumph and metaphysical despair engendered
in a world that wouldbe henceforth boundless
but that had lost all security and all familiarity.
Andwe .also knowthat all this was not a totally
new start from the void. The closed world of
the Middle Ages had been burst asunder by
powerful forces created within that very world,
forces that led from the Crusadesto the SpanishPortuguese Conquista, from the scholastic universities to humanism, from the mediaeval
schisms and heresies to the Reformation. In a
certain sense, MartinLuther’s revolt against the
worldliness of Renaissance Romewas the revolt
of a mediaevalspirit against the modernworld,
and not the obverse.
Howsv~sxrI~ x~e WOAD,
capitalism, had been
inserted, and the debate becamelimited to this
one aspect of the relationship betweenthe teachings of the Reformation and economic
behaviour, and this not as one among many
interconnectinglinks supportinga civilisation’s
entire history but as a direct and causative
relation betweenreligious doctrine and economic practice. It was as though the essential
thread had suddenly been discovered which
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would lead dialectically from the nailing of
A Divided Mind
Luther’s ninety-five theses on the Wittenberg
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more
to the startingchurch door to the assembly lines of Detroit
and the ramifications of Standard Oil. It is
point of the wholepolemic. At the back of
hardly necessary to add that this entire debate
Weber’sthesis there is one established and suptook place beneath the long shadow of Karl
porting set of facts, and this set of facts, be it
Marx, whose challenge no historian and no
noted, dates not from the period of the
social scientist of the past hundredyears has
Reformation but from the turn of the 2oth
been able to ignore. Weber’sthesis stressing
century. Weber’sstarting-point wasa statistical
the decisive influence of the spiritual fundasurvey carried out in i9oo by the German
mentals upon economicbehaviour, rather than
sociologist, MaxOffenbacher, into "the econovice versa, is itself only comprehensiblein the
mic condition of Catholics and Protestants" in
context of his intensive debate with historical
the religiously mixed (60 per cent Catholic)
materialism. The whole ensuing polemic on
Grand Duchy of Baden. Offenbacher estabthe primacy of the spiritual or the economic lished that the Protestant citizens of the Grand
motivations has an odd chicken-and-egg
Duchy owned a disproportionately large perquality: did the Reformationproducethe spirit
centage of capital assets and occupied more
of Capitalism, or did the spirit of Ca italism
than their share of leadin~ positions, of educaproduce the Reformation? Only the Psecond
tional qualifications, acaclemicpositions, and
thesis, which makes Protestantism the "subskilled labour jobs. This wasthe sort of research
jective superstructure," or "the ideology" of
then being carried out in the very early days
capitalism, accords with historical materialism
of Germansociology. At about this time Often--and in the hands of manya bourgeois hisbacher and others had established that the Jews
torian, historical materialism has becomefar
played a disproportionately large role in the
more vulgar than ever it was in Marx’s own commercial and liberal professions. A few
version. Thus did the Reformation acquire its
years earlier MaxWeber himself had carried
place in a very categorical picture of the hisout research into the Polish "infiltration"
torical process, consideredas "a history of class
(Unterwanderung)in the East Prussian terristruggles." In all these versions of modern tories; and the whole complexity of Weber’s
history, satisfactorily reconstructedon the great
personality is evident in the fact that his antilines of the rise to powerof the bourgeoisie
capitalist anger was first aroused by East
and the decline of feudalism, the Reformation Prussian agrarian capitalism which, he said,
takes its place as "the first bourgeois revoluwas de-Germanising the East German territion." By analysing the English Puritan
tories by recruiting cheap Polish labourers
Revolution of the i7th century as the second
instead of more expensive Germans. These
bourgeois revolution, Tawneyskilfully conresearches were carried out with true German
structed a bridge to the third and greatest, the
thoroughness,propriety, and scholarliness; and
French Revolution at the end of the i8th
yet, in retrospect, we cannot but feel uneasy
century.
about the spirit in which they were conducted,
So it is that the second catchword was ina spirit whichfinally broughtdisaster to Europe.
serted, a twin to the concept of capitalism,
Be that as it may,here was the problem, and
equally iridescent and equally ambiguous:"the
now the historian set about discovering the
bourgeoisie." Andwith it comesits opposite,
causes. Wherewas he more likely to find the
the counter-concept of "Feudalism," and even
reason for the economic success of Baden’s
more hopelessly worked to death, if that be
Protestant minority than in the Protestant docpossible. In an interpretation of history which trine itself? Offenbacher’s researches in the
reduces acting and thinking historical human GrandDuchyof Baden were directed explicitly
beings to the simple function of conscious or
and exclusively at the economicstatus of the
unconscious instruments and exponents of class
membersof the two Churches; but they neverforces, the leaders of the Reformationbecome theless established not merelya Protestant prespokesmenfor the aspiring bourgeoisie, the
dominance in "caj~italist
activity" but a
class that bred capitalism. So self-evident has
.generally higher aegree of ambition and
this interpretation becometo a whole generaachievement in all fields such as science,
tion of historians that we must start all over
academiclife, the professions, the civil service,
again if we are to rescue the history of the
as well as in business. Nowthis exclustve
Reformationand of its endlessly complexeffects
interest in the Protestants’ economiccondition,
from the preconceived schemata now deeply
which is implicit in the formulation of the
embeddedin popular history and school textquestions in this statistical enquiry, becomesin
books.
Weber’sinterpretation the essence of the whole
Forthis interpretation, quite simply,is not true.
much larger problem, to the extent that he
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totally neglects the evidenceof Protestant successes in all other fields exceptas capitalists or
entrepreneurs.Actingin all goodfaith, yet with
consequences that were to weigh heavily
throughout the whole polemic, Weber thus
distorted from the start the entire premiseupon
which the problemrested.
Similar statistics conld obviously have been
established for all areas with religiously mixed
populations, and quite independently of the
economicsystemor the level of industrialisation
wouldhave. produced similar results. . Myown
country, Switzerland, wouldprovide one excellent field for such research, thanksto its preservation of media:val geo-political autonomies
and its mixture of adjoining religious selfgoverning communities. The dividing boundaries between highly developed find (in
modernparlance) under-developedareas of this
country correspond almost exactly to the old
boundaries between the two religious communities, the adherents of the newand the old faith.
This is striking evidence; but these boundaries
were already practically the same be[ore the
Reformation, and thus show us the extreme
complexity of establishing cause and effect.
Even more striking is the case of a country
such as France, where since the I8th century a
tiny Protestant minority has played a leading
part grotesquely out of proportion to its
numerical strength, not only in industry and
finance, but equally in political and intellectual
life. Nor are these spectacular achievements
limited to the modernisedor "capitalist" parts
of France. In the poor peasant lands of the
south, which since the i6th century have been
the centre of resistance for politically defeated
French Calvinism, the Protestant peasants
remain. . to this daya nobility andan Elite. And,
mspite of entirely different powerrelationships
throughout history, and. in spite of the more
recent reversal of th~s powerrelationship, the
samestatement applies to agricultural, Catholic,
clerical Ireland where the small Protestant
minority was and has remainedthe active ~lite.
Bur HEx~.I wish xo WAaN
against the drawing
of hasty conclusions. There can be no doubt of
the ethical, intellectual and economic role
pla,yed b,y,, dissentingminorities as an ~lite (and
a ’yeast’) but this fact seems to be quite unconnectedwith the actual form of their dissent.
To quote the Church Father: Opportet haereses
essel Let us recall the Jews of Central and
Eastern Europe, the religious minorities of the
Near East and of India, groups whose achievements obviously have nothing whatever to do
with the Protestant ethic and which yet have
certain features in commonwith those of the

Protestann; in other parts of the world. In each
case these are the response to a challenge imposed by legal or social discrimination which
produceo:: evokea higher level of activity, and
of discipline wheneverthe subjective conditions
for such a response exist. The fact that Protestant doctrine, in its Calvinist variety, was
more suited to the production of such endeavour
and self-discipline than was Catholic doctrine,
is shown’:o be true by the comparisonbetween
the Catholic minority in England and the Protestant m!inority in France--the general situation and conditions of life werealmost identical
through four centuries, and yet the English
Catholics, unlike the French Protestants, have
never acted as "the yeast" within their society.
The Protestant teaching that the believer’s
behaviour as an individual is subject to no
sanction by any external spiritual authority but
only to the inner sanctions of his own conscience has undoubtedly armed and equipped
thembetter for life in a "hostile" environment,
without the paternal ~rotection of established
church authority, anu it strengthened those
virtues of responsibility, self-control, and
spiritual independencewhich even the bitterest enemies of the Reformation have recognised in the Protestant minorities. Another
equally important factor of spiritual as well as
economichistory is that for centuries the Protestant minorities living in Catholic countries,
regardless of class, were a Bible-reading
people, a "people of the book," like the Jews,
and thus constituted a literate minority amidst
illiterate masses. Yet we need not depend exclusively on such micro-sociological comp.arisons between different religious groups
living within one and the same countries. Much
more striking is (and was already for Weber)
the global evidence furnished by the comparison
of wholecountries and continents. Consider the
case of the two parts of the old LowCountries
Belgium and Holland, once a single nation,
but the development of which has diverged
radically since i6oo; no natural or historical
pre-conditions except their different fate in the
Reformationcan explain whythese two sections
of one country, living side by side, should have
diverged as obviously and to the extent they
have. Similarly, on a continental scale, there is
the image and counter-image of .A, nglo-Saxon
and Latin America, the sociologists textbookexample of development and-under-development....
And l~,ere another question arises, which
strangely enough has scarcely ever been mentioned in. all this polemic. The Reformation
took place at the very height of a period of
almost breath-taking growth in Europe, of
developmentin all the fields of the mind, of
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technology, of the liberation of humanpersonalky, of economicand imperial expansion. In
no single one of these fields is there a scrap of
evidence to show that the Reformation was a
fresh start or that it gave birth to anything
fundamentally new. All the evidence advanced
in favour of Weber’sthesis is taken from the
i8th and x9th centuries--that is to say, from a
period so remote in time from the age of
religious division as to make direct and unambiguous connection with the Reformation
quite impossibleof proof, and all such examples
are but further developments of what in fact
started in all Europe towards the end of the
Middle Ages.
Onecan go further: specifically in the field
of capitalist organisation, Catholic Europein
the x5th and early I6th centuries (the age of the
Fuggers) reached a level of structural and
organisational development which was not to
be achieved again for a further two centuries.
Precisely in this domaina startling decadence
and stagnation began in the middle of the x6th
century. So does the Reformation represent a
breakthrough from which a fresh progress can
be dated? Or was it not rather the CounterReformation, as an authoritarian and total reaction against all manifestations of the free
heretical spirit, whichstopped all further progress and which, after the spiritual and material
catastrophes of the Warsof Religion, prevented
a resumption of such progress wherever it had
been triumphant?
Before the Counter-Reformationthis progress
had not only been commonto all Europe but
had had as its matrix those very parts of Europe
which had nowfallen to the Counter-Reformation and which now subsided into a sleep of
death both economicallyand (even more) intellectually, and whereonly the arts continued to
flourish in the service of throne and altar. Think
of the powerfultranslatio imperii of the sciences
from Italy to Englandin the i7th century, or
the astonishing absence of Catholic Germany
from the re-birth of Germanphilosophy and
literature that followed the Thirty Years War.
Andthe exception which proves the rule is
the confusing special position occupied by
France. There the Catholic State Church had
long been subordinated to the French crown
and served as an instrument of the absolute
monarchy which needed no reformation to
establish a national church sovereignty. It
refused to accept the Counter-Reformation,the
Tridentine Council,the Incluisition, and clerical
control of all intellectual life. During the
decisive struggles of the ~7th century His Most
Christian Ma3esty of France was invariably
allied to the Protestant states against Catholic
Spain, and despite Louis XIVand the persecu-
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tion of the Huguenots, Calvinism’s imprint
remainedfar stronger in Francethan its external
history reveals~
x s v R o B A B r. v the mostabsurdf.ailure of
IXthis
whole discussion concerning the historical role of Protestantism, a discussion
carried on in a sort of intellectual incest behind
closed windows,that it has quite simply ignored
the other side of its problem: the historical
part played by the Counter-Reformation(which
was itself a reformation and which in its own
way marked the end of Catholicism as a universal church), as if the sudden breaking of
an ascendant curve of development did not
constitute a far greater problemthan its continuance. In the period of the Reformationall
the bases of the modernworld--capital, wealth,
the highest technological and artistic level of
development, global power, world trade--all
these were almost exclusively present in countries that were and remained Catholic. Italy
was the uncontested centre of material and intellectual culture. Spain and Portugal enjoyed
the monopolyof colonising and exploiting both
the Indies, the most important field of enterprise and the greatest source of wealth in tb.e
opening years of the modernage. It was here,
and not among the poor and half-barbarian
Protestant states on the fringe of northern and
north-western Europe, that all the material and
technical pre-conditions for the creation of
modern economy and modern society were to
be found.
One century later all this was petrifaction
and decay. Catholic historians have shownus
what an appalling break the Counter-Reformation was in the cultural history of Europe, and
howdeadly was the shadowcast by Inquisition
and heresy trials across the lands where this
reaction had triumphed. It was as if a spell
had been laid upon this half of the continent
from which it was not to awakeuntil two centuries had passed, under the spur of enlightened, anti-clerical absolutism(or, evenlater, as
a sequel to the Revolutionary Wars). During
these centuries, in one half of Europe,an intellectual ferment, general and active throughout
the wholecontinent on the eve of the Reformation, was extinguished and destroyed. The
existential minimumof a free society, without which neither intellectual nor industrial
pioneers, neither scientific research nor economic
progress, are possible, was there totally uprooted. This is a cross-road of history which
becomes caricature when we reduce it to a
mere economic phenomenon.
Yet even in this narrowperspective we should
raise the question why the Reformation permitted the free northern Netherlands to pre-
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serve and developthe great heritage of industrial
and mercantile achievementwhile in the Spanish
Netherlands it was destroyed--i.nstead of reversing the terms of the problem and trying
to discover why the Reformation produced
achievements for which it was not, in fact,
responsible. For the splendour and glory of
Amsterdamflowed from the same factors that
had made the splendour and glory of Antwerp
in an earlier age. Amsterdamdid not so much
invent new commercial and financial devices
as inherit what the Spanish wrath destroyed
in Antwerp and attract those who fled the
Inquisition (Jews, heretics, etc.). It is certainly
legitimate to single out in the complexcourse
of history one line of development(the development of the modern market and of a competitive economyin north-west Europe)as a subject
of specialised research. But to believe that this
will reveal the essence of the Reformation and
of its effects, to wavea bank account book or
a balance sheet and to cry: "Here is the quintessence of Calvinism!"--this is nonsense. And
it is as muchthe duty of the economichistorian
as of the theologian to protest against such
IlOIlsell~e.

The Prophetic

Tradition

~- xs sc^RcELYa matter of reproach to
I the sociologists and social historians whoconducted this debate that they werenot theologians.
It is bad enoughthat they had little knowledgeof
the doctrines of the Reformation, and apparently none at all of the Counter-Reformation;
that they seem to have been unaware how
similarly, for example, the question of predestination-the theological formulation of the
insoluble problem of fate and free will--was
posed in Protestant and Catholic theology, and
that they jumped with a sort of dilettante
enthusiasminto a psycho-analytical interpretation of the Calvinist doctrine of predestination
as a theory of justification through success.
Even morefatal, perhaps, was the careless and
uncritical mannerin which the materials provided by social and economichistorical research
wereshovelled together in support of this theory
(though in mitigation we must rememberthat
the economicand social history of moderntimes
has only recently emerged from the kindergarten stage). A goodproportion of the clever
theses produced are of no value because their
authors--and unfortunately the names of
Tawneyand Sombart cannot here be excluded
--lacked accurate knowledgeof Canonical Law
as it affected economicactivity, of the basic
mechanismof banking in those days, and of the
methodsof exchangeand paymentthen current.

An example of this is the assumption that
the activity of bankers in the ,Tth and ,Sth
centuries consisted in lending moneyon interest,
whichled to the apparently
.°bvi°usconclusion.
that Calvin, when he permttted the charging
of intere:~t, openedthe locks for the rise of
capitalism.... This is not the place to delve
into the history of banking, which wouldlead
us deep into the weird complexity of the
financial economyof that time. Suffice it to
say that the Protestant bankers, whose key
position in the late x8th century has excited the
fantasy of so manyhistorians, were in no wise
money-lenders.They were specialised operators
of the international (and even local) mechanism
of exchange and payment, and their techniques
and ways of business in no wise differed from
that of their Catholic colleagues. The canonical
prohibition of usury had not the slightest
relevance in this field, since it had never been
applied to the foreign exchangedealings. The
fact that since the end of the x7th century
Dutch, English, and above all the highly successful French Huguenot bankers became more
important than the old Italian and South
Germanbanking houses which had previously
been supreme, was not due to any new banking
techniques, but to the fact that the great trading
centres of the continent were shifting steadily
towards the north-west. And so far as the
Huguenots were concerned, Calvin’s doctrine
had far less to do with their successes as
bankers than had their destiny as a dispersed
minority group scattered all over the world in
small communities of religious refugees who
were "predestined" to carry on an "international correspondence" amongthemselves; and
international correspondence was the basis of
all bankingactivity in those days. This does not
constitute a chapter in the history of religious
belief, but belongs to the science of historical
"group sociology." "Protestant high finance"
(the very phrase is an example of hlstorical
dilettantism at its worst) only existed as
sociological problemin Catholic countries, and
specifically in France; it was the scandal of a
successful minority exciting the attention and
jealousy of the majority.
YE’r ’rl-~sE E.~.hrlCERS tOOare invalid and
anachronistic witnesses to an untenable hypothesis. The Reformation as the ideology of
of emergentcapitalism? Let us ask our schoolboys for the names of the great capitalists
involved in trade, manufacture, and banking at
the time of the Reformation. They all know
them: the Medici and the Fuggers. The
Medici, who started as bankers to the Roman
Curia, rose to be Popes themselves, and the
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Pope whomLuther defied was the son of
Lorenzo the Magnificent. Or Jakob Fugger,
the staunchest ally of Emperor and Pope in
their fight against the reformers, whowas the
Curia’s banker for all central, northern, and
eastern Europe, who dealt in bishoprics and
abbeys, in the phrase of a Venetianambassador,
as a lesser man might "deal in pepper and
melons," and whosovereignly conferred on his
nephewsand associates the bishoprics of Germany, Poland, and Hungary that were important to his business. The financial affairs of
the Church(the collection of tithes, annates,
Crusaders’ and Peter’s pence), and the business
side of eternal salvation, together with silver
and copper mines and mints, all this Fugger
controlled with the most up-to-date techniques
of a contemporaryworld-widebusiness concern;
in the end he was converting for his ownpurposes indulgences into an infinitely inflatable
paper currency based upon a metaphysical gold
reserve, the Saints’ Treasury of Merit. The
most immediate motive of Luther’s rebellion
against the Romanchurch is established
beyond dispute and cannot now be "interpreted" away: it was a revolt against the corruption of the Church and simultaneously an
outcry against the great capitalist organisations
of the time ~vhich had found their strongest
support and their richest grazing in and about
the holy See of Peter. The Reformation, in
so far as it was concerned with the affairs of
this world, was also and very explicitly a protest against the worship of the Golden Calf.
To use modernjargon, it was the outbreak of
an anti-capitalist movement
that had long been
comingto a headat all levels of society. At that
same Diet of Wormswhere Luther made his
spectacular appearance, the second most important subject of debate was the general desire for
imperial legislation to curb the trade monopolies,
business cartels, pre-emption and usury practices that characterised the Fugger trading and
banking house. And this would have produced
the first Anti-Trust Act in modernhistory, if it
had not been vetoed by the EmperorCharles V,
whomJakob Fugger reminded in sharp terms
that his election was due to the bribe money
lent him by the House of Fugger and not
yet repaid. Recall Luther’s and Hutten’s searing
speeches against the monopolies and the
capitalised companies, and against the moneychangers who had set up their tables in the
Temple and the usurers who were consuming
the substance of widows. This was the first
occasion in the history of Western Christendom
that the spirit and the speech of the Old Testament prophets was heard again, for whomthe
divine command
of justice applied not only in
the beyondbut here and now, on earth.
3
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THIS RE-EMERGENCE OI~ THE Old Testament’s
prophetic tradition,
which in the Roman
Church had lain completely buried for more
than a millennium beneath the Romanimperial
and gentile heritage, had an all-embraciug
effect uponthe Christian conscienceof the age
of the Reformation and upon Western Europe’s
spiritual and intellectual history.
It has affected every aspect of our private
and public life and is still to be found even in
the deepest undertonesof our daily speech. For
centuries the English and Germanlanguages
have drawntheir basic tone from the vernacular
Bible, and this tone also impregnated the
French language in the x6th and x7th centuries
until the authoritarian linguistic regulations
of Louis XIV’s age rooted it out. It remains,
however,so totally foreign to the Romanceand
Slav languages that no translator’s skill can
convey to the people who speak those tongues
the true flavour of a Shakespeareor a Milton.
Weknow that the French Huguenots and the
English and Scottish puritans of the period of
struggle felt closer to, and derived their inspiration more directly from, the Old Testament than the New. Wesee this in the strange
old Jewish names with which they christened
their sons and daughters, in the phrases and
quotations from the Psalms and the Prophets
that flow through their letters, sermons, and
manifestos like heady wine, in the way they
take for granted the interpretation of their own
age in terms of the passionate figures of Israel’s
past, anathematising their foes with the
Prophets’ curses, calling the Pope a priest of
Baal or a Nebuchadnezzar, identifying the
French queen of St. Bartholomew’snight with
Jezebel and King Charles I with Rehoboam,
the accursed of God, weeping in persecution
and defeat beside the waters of Babylon, or
celebrating a victory, as did Cromwellafter
Marston Moor, by striking up a thanksgiving
psalmof David’s.
"’I hate, I despise your [eastdays, and1 will
not smell your holy days. Take away [rom me
the noise o[ thy songs; [or I will not hear the
melodyo[ thy viols. But let justice run downas
waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream."
This outburst of fury on the part of the prophet
Amossummarises the entire spirit of the
Reformation. And it was by no means mere
literary allegory. It was meantwith a deadly,
burning seriousness. The social teachings of
Zwingli and Calvin, as well as the revolutionary
stance of the Huguenots, the Dutch, and the
Puritans, are permeated through and through
with the spirit of the Old Testament. They
found their modelsin the books of Israel, in
the simple people and the shej0herds whospoke
and argued with Godface to race, in the judges,
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prophets, and leaders of their people whorose
agatnst unjust princes and false prophets and
whobelieved that the children of Godshould
be concerned not only with holiness but also
with justice and sanctification here on earth.
There is no need of subtle interpretations
of Calvinist predestination or psycho-analysis
of Protestant loneliness--as MaxWeber’ssuecessors have attempted so repeatedly--to understand whythe Calvinist Puritans were conscious
of themselves as the ChosenPeople. This sprang
Oentaneously
their
with
historical from
People
of self-identification
Godas stated in those
ancient hooksthat were their daily reading and
their spiritual nourishment. Andit was this
identification, far more than any theological
doctrinal difference, that really madeCalvinism
into a form of Christianity quite other than that
of Rome. With this identification
there
appeared in the modern world a fragment of
that ancient Jewish prophetic spirit which is
directed not towards the next wdrld nor to the
inner soul, but outwards to righteousness and
justice in this world. This provided the yeast
that fermented their political desires, formed
their political behaviour, and has left its mark
on all the struggles that have convulsed the
modernworld to create states based upon constitution and uponlaw.

~P

TheIntellectual Revolution
O s I s ~ x T g V ~. that this revolution was
a bourgeois or urban class movement.
The Reformation movementin Germany as in
France affected in large measureall strata of
the people, including the urban burghers and
officials; but it also produced a muchwider
and moredirect effect uponthe peasantry; and,
what was far moreimportant politically, it was
embraced by the nobility. Whenthe violent
struggle for power ended with the victory of
one side, the nobility in general conformedto
the religion of the prince--whatever it was-and the illiterate
and oppressed peasantry,
deprived of teachers, ministers, and freedomto
wdrshlp, sooner or later had to follow the
seigneurs. Onlythe bourgeoisie had the social
independencenecessaryto stick to its faith even
as a minority. This is the way French Prw
testantism becamebourgeois: not at the start,
but in the end, after centuries, by elimination.
This is not a question of doctrine, but of social
history--and of a very violent social history.
Andevery sing.le case would have to be discussed here m terms of what actually
happened.
In recent years there has taken place in
England a thorough, indeed a passionate, re-

N

examination of the Puritan Revolution, which
has seriously questioned the historical interpretation of R. H. Tawney and his school,
according to which the Cromwellian Commonwealth markedthe crest of a bourgeois revolutionary wave. In this titanic struggle for
individual freedom, for the independence of
the law courts and for parliamentary control,
the urban bourgeoisie of merchants and traders
played .an almost negligible part and failed
to produce a single dominant personality.
Tawney’swhole analysis of the "social revolution", which ascribes to the English landed
gentry of the Cromwellianperiod a "bourgeois
capitalist: mentality" whichis said to contrast
with the spirit prevailing amongthe court
nobility, ma~simply be a very personal handling
of sociological categories. But an approach of
this sort can be used with or with-out almost
any sort of historical data to "prove" whatever
is desirable of proof, and the contrary as well.
WE SHOULD

IN

ANY

CASE

HESITATE

befor~

we

assert so casually that the Reformationwas this
or that--a bourgeois, feudal, proletarian,
nationalist, or national-ecclesiastical revolution,
according to whichever suits our hook. It was
all that and more, for it marked a change of
epoch that affected everything. What the
Reformation was and wished to be cannot be
discovered backwards , by examining what
becameof the individual reformed churches and
sects. Theseare the outcomeo[ its ~allure.
Originally a spiritual movementembracing
all Western Christendom, it tried and failed
to reform the one ecumenical Christian Church
in its ur_ity, and to re-establish it anewaccording to the Wordin all its purity. On the eve
of the l~.eformation an overwhelmingmajority
of the intellectual and moral~lite, clerical as
xvell as :emporal, of all nations and all classes
were in agreement that such a reform was both
necessary and urgent, even though they might
disagree about the form it should take. The
fact that in the fearful struggle between the
Reformation and the Counter-Reformation this
attempt to reform the One Church resulted in
a multiplicity of individual churches and sects,
and in the wreckage of the unity of Western
Christendom, was a scandal which for two centuries wasequally intolerable to all the partisans
of both camps. Even the violence of the Wars
of Religion and the mutual persecutions bear
witness to this stubborn refusal to accept the
division of Christianity as definite and final.
In this dramaof intended reform in unity and
the actual splitting of the Churchthat resulted
therefrora, manythreads of history converge
and separate again.
There is a first and basic distinction which
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must be made if we would understand the
Reformationin its reality as an historical event:
on the one hand there is the religious aspect,
which was concerned with the reform of dogma
and of church administration, but which also
embracesall the battles for reform and all the
heretical movementsof the MiddleAges as well
as the struggle between the authority of the
Councils and that of the Popes. And on the
other hand there is the ecclesiastico-political
aspect, in which equally ancient lines of
developmentcan be traced, but ones that follow
quite another direction: the struggle between
temporal princely powerand spiritual clerical
power which had its climaxes in the struggle
between Emperorand Pope, in the triumph of
the French monarchyover the Papal power in
the time of Philippe le Bet, and in the Great
Schism of the I4th-I5th centuries, and which
continues in all Catholic countries to this day.
And it was in that second aspect that the
different reformation movements
actually parted
their ways.
Lutheranism was internally broken by its subordination
to the state-church policy of the reigning
sovereigns, establishing themselves as the
princes of the Church.Ecclesiastically, politically, and also economically, the Reformation
in Northern Germany, in Scandinavia, and
initially in HenryVIII’s England, began as a
campaignof plunder wagedby the princes and
the nobility against the estates and riches of
the Church. In Scandinavia this actually preceded the movement
for religious reform, which
only got under way when the ruling powers
felt the needof justification for their confiscation of Churchwealth and authority. Andit is
scarcely.necessaryto insist that this confiscation
was carried out by and to the profit of the
crownand the nobility, not by the bourgeoisie.
It was only the following waves, the struggles
of the Scottish and Puritan revolutionaries
against the Anglican Church and the Crown,
whichtransformedthe merelypolitical nationalisation of the Church into a religious
reformation.
The significance of Calvinism in world history lies in the fact that it failed to winpolitical
power and thereby remained almost free
of political-opportunistic considerations and
print-ely usurpations, and so allowed the
revolutionary impulse to religious reform to
flower free and uncontaminated.It was left to
the Calvinists to implement the Reformation
not merelyby the substitution of newprinces of
the church and newclerics for old, but by proclaiming that henceforth their communities
would recognise "no Lord other than Christ."
THE GRANDIOSE RELIGIOUS IMPULSE of
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systematiser amongthe
reformers. He belonged to the second generation, already steeled in the battle, the contemporary and counterpart of Ignatius Loyola
when the Counter-Reformation was in process of organisation. He was the political and
spiritual leader of all the reformed minorities in Europe whowere fighting against the
power of the state, from Hungary and Poland
to Scodand. He was the revolutionary among
the reformers, and it is in him that the Old
Testament prophetic passion to conform word
and deed, doctrine and daily life, faith and
practical politics, break forth in their total and
elementary force. He forged the CalvinistPuritan type of man, answerable only to God
and to his conscience, that is to say free and
responsible, and he created the Calvinist community that bows to no humanauthority and
for whichthe separation fromthe state is always
axiomatic unless the state and the community
be one (as in old Geneva or in the Puritan
settlements of NewEngland). From Geneva,
the Zion of the new People of God, a revolution in the truest sense set forth. Whatmade
the Calvinists, hard-workingand useful subjects
though they were, so intolerable to French
absolutism was not their religion, for France’s
rulers had small loyalty towards Rome, but
rather what the French intendants
and
governors rightly described as "their incurably
republicanspirit."
Andthese free men, responsible to themselves
and their ownconscience and--unlike the innerdirected Lutherans--active in the world, spread
their effect far beyond the realm even of the
Calvinist diaspora and far beyond the time of
the initial intensity of belief, to become
a yeast
in the Westernworld, the most active agents of
the development towards a modern Western
society in which"capitalism" (as defined in the
polemichere under discussion) is but one strand
among many. The dangers and aberrations of
this freedomare knownto us, as is the fall of
self-responsibility into that self-righteousness
and hard-heartedness and awful aridity which
Protestant societies so often display. In the great
polemic which Weber inaugurated, muchProtestant self-criticism has cometo light, and
indeed maybe said to have provided the keynote of that whole debate carried on over a
half-century that was full of despair for the
future of the free society and the free individual.
Yet no matter howwe mayevaluate the dangers
inherent in this liberation of the self-responsible
individual which proceeds so essentially from
the Calvinist Reformation--whether we regard
it as a blessing or (as did the Romanticunder
the shadow of the French Revolution) as
curse--here, in the liberation of man from
CALVIN WAS THE ONLY
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spiritual submission and fear of manlies the
true and deep connection between Calvinism
and the modernindustrial society. It is the
same connection that links rational Calvinist
religiosity with positive science, and the
Calvinist communitywith modern democracy.
All else is but by-product. Andthat all this
hangsinseparably together is at least far better
knownto us to-day than it was to the social
critics of the early part of this century, whoso
easily took the political and spiritual prerequisites of the modernsociety for granted.
rHV. S~. r^CTSare so old and so well
ALLknown
that my remarks may seem to
resemble a Puritan gunpowdersermon rather
than a contribution to a discussion concerning
matters of economicand social history. Yet precisely what was so well knownto everyone was
in danger of being forgotten. For half-a-century
historians in Europeat least regarded it as oldfashionedor childish to take seriously banalities
such as these: that the Reformationsprang from
the scandals of the Church, or that the
reformers were preoccupied with the Wordof
God. It was more up-to-date to know more
about the motives and views of historical figures
than these men had known themselves. They
might have thought that they fought for truth
or justice or freedom, as they understood them;
the sociologist had no hesitation in putting
them right and pointing out that they consciously or unconsciously represented class
interests, no matter what they themselves may
have said or done. Ignatius Loyola was the
exponent of feudalism, Calvin of the bourgeoisie.
The problem now is not one of returning
to a point of view that ante-dates historical
materialism, nor of giving up the investigation
of the material history ot manwhich has been
so efficiently initiated by Marxand his followers. Rather it is a question of sorting out
the intolerable confusion of categories that has
been created by the coarse schematism of the
primitive class concept, and aboveall of learning once again what the allegedly na’ive liberal
historians of a hundredyears ago knewbecause
it is apparent to the naked eye’. namely, that
the great dramaof history is, whenall is said
and done, more than the mere clash of economic
interests and groups.
wr~sN we have achieved once again
O ~.Y
such a general perspective will the discussion concerning "Calvinism and Capitalism"
have reverted to its proper place, which is
important but secondary, and oaly then will

it be possible to evaluate its importance in
relation to the facts. In the openingand closing
pages of :.’ny study of the BanquePmtestanteen
France I dissected in somedetail various particular theses thrown up in the course of this
polemic, il do not intend to repeat those remarks
which only apply in connection with a factual
analysis. There is, however,one relevant point
that I should like to make briefly and
summarily.
Whathas been called Calvin’s social doctrine
is not to be found in any coherent body of his
teaching but is only to be discovered and
deduced from fragments widely scattered among
his sermonsand his glosses, and is in fact in
no case anything other than biblical commentary. But this biblical commentaryis always
madewith an eye on the existential needs and
the moral problems of the scattered Calvinist
communities and of his beleaguered city of
Genevawhoseresponsible leader and counsellor
he was. In this respect, as well as in others, it
was always by referring to Holy Writ that he
carried on his radical and critical re-examination of the scholastic Churchtradition. It was
not LutF~er nor even Zwingli, statesman and
politician though he was, who completed the
great breach with the mediaevalsocial doctrine
of the Catholic Church, but the revolutionary,
.systematic thinker Calvin, trained in the
luristic aad humanisticdisciplines.
The Catholic Schoolmen had based their
economicand social doctrine, in a rigidly literal
exegesis, on the authority of Aristotle; the very
word economy, in this tradition, meant the
natural economy,which was the only "natural"
and therefore the only God-given form of
economy, the patriarchal, autarchic, landowner’s and householder’s economyin opposition to the economyof the market and of exchange, whichAristotle defined as chrematistie,
i.e., an ec.onomyof moneyand of profit, which
he condemned. The whole discussion about
Calvinism and Capitalism means (and always
meant)little else than this: the wordcapitalism
is our modernsubstitute for chrematistlcs, and
the unmentioned,idealised counter-imageis the
patriarchal, "natural" land economywith its
"natural" hierarchical order of master and servant, landlord and serf, monarchand subject,
in sum the image of mediaeval society, the
relationship of whichis not defined in terms of
money, or of give-and-take, but in terms of
personal subordination. The schoolmen’seconomic and social doctrine, together with the
Canonical Law that derived therefrom, had
since the High Middle Ages proved incapable
of adapting itself to economic change; the
doctors of the School and of Canonical Law
were never able to incorporate organically into
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their doctrine the hcts of trade, of an urban
economy based on industry and. market, of
finance and exchange, in brxef of all the
elements created by a new, non-feudal development. The result was the decaying Late
Scholasticism that lingered on into the x8th
century, where none of the terms it employed
preserved a true meaning, and hair-splitting
subtlety competedwith pedantic ignorance.
The evangelical injunction to charity,
mutuumdate nihil inde sperantes: give and
hope not for a return, was interpreted as a law
of economic behaviour which condemned not
onl~ usury but every formof profitable activity,
ano was unflinchingly applied in doctrine to
market and bargaining, price and wages, overseas trade and capital investment. In practical
terms this meant, quite simply, that the whole
of economic life as lived in non-agrarian
societies wasa life of sin, and as the injunction
to charity could not be enforced as a market
regulation, the market economywas thus abandoned to wallowin its sinfulness. This act of
abandonmenthad in fact taken place long ago.
For centuries before the Reformation, the
treatises of the schoolmenon such subjects as
trade, the laws of exchange, or value and payment, had becomemere casuistry, a doctrine
consisting solely of exceptions without a rule.
Andthe result of this wasa state of intellectual,
moral, and legal chaos, in which everything
was permitted precisely because all was sinful,
and in which all the blasphemies of the Banco
dello Spirito Santoand of the Fuggers’inflation
of bills of indulgence drawn on the Saints’
Treasury of Merit could flourish unchecked.Yet
for a theologian to recognise the unsuitability
of the injunction to charity as a guiding rule
for economiclife, as a tariff regulation or stock
exchangelaw, meant no less than a second fall
of man. Here Luther, too, was still a Schoolman.
Calvin’s breach with the bodyof ecclesiastical
doctrine was in the first instance a painful act
of intellectual honesty and clarity, in accord
with the deep impulse of the Reformation age
to establish a moretruthful conformity between
doctrine and life, between word and deed. How
painful this step was is shownby the fact that
Calvin was so fearful of what the results might
be should he publish his thoughts on interest
and credit, that he only dared utter themin his
confidential correspondence. Yet eight years
after his death, the Genevan city fathers
could claim his authority when the French
refugees poured into the city after the Eve of
St. Bartholomew.Robbedof all their possessions, they nevertheless remained proud and
energetic men who would not beg for alms.
They asked for loans, repayable with interest
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and compoundinterest, wherewith to re-build
their shattered careers. The tragic circumstance
of the age had thus produced the classic
examplethat justified productive credits both
on economicand on ethical grounds, and which
also quite clearly established the difference
between interest recovered from a profitable
venture and usury extorted from the helpless
poor.
As THI~CONFUSION
Of these terms haunts this
polemic, it is necessary to state here quite
blundy that throughout the centuries the
Catholic Church had tolerated usury, not in
silence but openly and explicitly. It was not
Calvin who permitted the usurers to set up
their businesses in Geneva,but the ruling prince
bishop, AdhemarFabri who, a century-anda-half before Calvin, in his famousPrivileges
for the Genevan Trade Fairs, announced that
any person attending the Fair, manor woman,
cleric or lay, was entitled to practise usury
without restriction and was further promised
episcopal protection against any complaints or
interference on this account. It was not Calvin
who introduced usury into Geneva; it was he
whoabolished it by drawinga clear distinction
between
interest,fromcapital
productively
invested (which he declared legitimate under
strict regulations and within narrowlimits) and
usury parasitically derived from the misfortunes
of others (which was pitilessly forbidden and
prosecuted). The result is knownto every
economichistorian. In the centuries before the
French Revolution finally broke the spell of
Canonical Lawin Catholic Europe too, the
difference between the Protestant and the
Catholic countries was not that in the one
moneywas lent on interest and in the other
interest-free, but that in Protestant lands the
cheapness of recognised, openly regulated and
precisely defined interest-bearing capital investment provided an important tactor in
economic development, while in the lands
where Canonical Law still obtained, the
usurious interest-charge for capital loans was
one of the principal barriers to economic
progress.
The full importance, not only economic but
also and perhaps primarily intellectual, of the
breach with the scholastic tradition wouldbe a
subject not for one essay but for a full-length
study. Only when a rational legitimation of
capital- and interest-accounts permitted the
introduction of the time-coefficient into economic calculations did rational economicthought
first becomepossible at all. But to say that
more simply in Calvinist terms: only the clear
(if painful) distinction betweenthe realm
private voluntary charity towards other human
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beings in want, which is dictazed by human
conscience and to which the Sermon on the
Mountapplies, and on the other hand the realm
of acquisitive economic activity, where the
worldly precepts, anchored in positive rights
and laws, of ,probity, legality, and fairness
apply--la loi d 3quit3 in Calvin’s phrase--only
the drawing of this distinction permitted
the redemption of the humancondition, the
material, existential needs and worries of mankind, from the general and indiscriminate curse
of sinfulness which simply abandoned everything this side of the grave to sin. In place of
this curse it substituted, in this worldin which
men have to live and act, the simple demand
that law and humanhonesty, so far as this is
obtainable, be realised here on earth.
In the Protestant work-ethic the breach with
the Schoolmen’s image of the world and of
society was even wider. The Schoolmen had
seen misery and pauperism as an eternal evil,
willed by, God upon a sinful world. Against
humanity s mass misery, the Middle Ages knew
no gesture save that of the beggar resignedly
holding out his hand and that of the rich man
with equal resignation dropping his alms into
it. The followers of Calvin had to learn to live
their lives in a new, cold, clear light, not in
the radiant glow cast by the sanctity of the

beggar’s profession, nor in the humbleacquiescence in misery as the wagesof sin, but in the
hard school of discipline and work as free and
proud men who demanded not pity and grace
but workand the right to live their ownlives
in responsibility towards themselves. Andcertainly we wil! not fail also to notice the shadow
on the man s image, the social morality of
success and utilitarianism which has markedso
manypuritan societies in which the Father’s
house had no longer many mansions but had
becomea single workhouse.
Wemay perhaps judge more mildly when we
realise that only by such drudgery was it possible finally to overcomepauperism, and that
the harst’mess of social discipline both towards
oneself and towards others was the school in
which the free society had to be educated. Yet
it is beyonddoubt that the shudder we feel even
nowin the face of this inner hardness when
we study the Calvinist Reformation, has provided the basic tone of most of the theses concerning "Calvinism and Capitalism." The
apparently factual research into problems of
economicand social history has often been an
expression of our uneasiness in modernsociety,
and to some of the scholars engaged in this
controversy Calvinism has provided a fascinating scapegoatfor the evils of progress.

FacingFacts
Velleities and doubts have occupied
A week.
The pleasing and reposeful role of those
~¥ho speak
~¥isely of what they’ll never lie awake
Becauseof.
"Maybehe..." "She ought..." "One certainty,
Not our love.

it’s..."

V~qmn
all is said and said again, we then
Locate some pride
In facing facts--that this was all escape-And there we hide.

D. J. Enrlght
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